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scotland, wales, isle of man, isle of wight, the channel islands and other countries from the british

isles. the word "anglophone" is used for the people from the english-speaking countries. is there any
other way of telling the difference between the two terms? a: if you are using an english dictionary,
the definition of english is the way you describe the speakers of english: of or relating to england, its

people, and their language. the definition of anglophone is the way you describe the speakers of
english. a: i don't think there's a word in english that is a perfect synonym for anglophone. but i think

many english-speaking countries would be very happy if people began to call themselves an
'anglophone'. it would make them feel more comfortable about their national identity, in the same

way that many people from the united states now feel quite comfortable calling themselves
'americans', even though only one country has 'america' as its national name. i think the same thing

could apply to the english-speaking people of new zealand, for example. a: a more likely way of
expressing the difference is to say that anglophone is a wider term, referring to people speaking a
variety of languages, while english is the most widely spoken form of english. a.f.r. § 200.1909. the

record demonstrates that the board was aware that the record contains no evidence of a direct
appeal from the dva’s denial of benefits. the board cited to a regulation, however, that allows for an
appeal to be filed “within a year after the date of the last decision of the agency.” 38 c. § 20.302(a).
the board’s conclusion that mr. seitz failed to timely appeal the denial of his benefits by the dva was

therefore legally erroneous.
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